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  [[Nick Dante 12/1/17]] 
[[Henri Temianka Correspondence 
         Jascha Horenstein 
          Letter #1]] 
[[Page 1 – Letter]] 
      
[[Translation from German language provided by donor.]] 
 
[[Letterhead: JASCHA HORENSTEIN]] 
        Vienna, 7. April 1936 
c/o Dr. Blond, VIII, Langegasse 63 
    
 
Dear Friend, 
 
  Many thanks for your lines. Concerning Clark,  
the information certainly does not make me sad! But also not  
particularly delighted, because what good does it do me? You write me that,  
with regard to the B.B.C., you dare not give me any further advice.  
But to the contrary, I would very much appreciate your advice in this matter, 
dear Temianka.  
  This month the orchestra of the B.B.C. comes with  
Dr. Boult to Vienna.  That would be an excellent opportunity to "establish  
some contact." One can assume quite surely that a number of people  
of the administration will come along on this trip.   
How can we establish this "contact"? (and particularly  
the contract??) I could of course try to look up Dr. Boult, but I am  
modest enough to assume, and immodest enough to fear  
that he may not even know my name. Here I have  
no mediator who could establish this communication.   
I am sure that Alban Berg would have gladly done it.  
He wrote an enthusiastic letter about me on his own to the B.B.C. 3 years ago,  
but as he told me later, addressed to Clark...  
and unfortunately not to Boult. With the other members of the Vienna- 
Schoenberg circle, which since the death of Alban Berg has become  
a clique instead of a circle (and a very ugly one!), I have  
no communication. 
  So please think about it, my dear, whether you  
could give me any advice. 
  I am remaining in Vienna all of April, and in May I am  
in Geneva, Paris, Strasbourg, Basel.  Perhaps you will be  
on the Continent at that time, because it would bring me great joy to see you  
again. 
  Thank you again for your lovely spontaneous lines,  
and many greetings again from  
Your 
Jascha Horenstein 
